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‘We don’t feel
like a priority’
SDSU violates 50-year-old
contract for ROTC requirements
MAKENZIE HUBER
Editor-in-Chief

W

ires were hung up first.
Then holes were drilled
in the floor, permanently changing the DePuy Military Hall
gym last November.
It wasn’t until December that
the Army Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps (ROTC) was notified about
plans to move the Department of
Economics onto its training floor.
These changes negatively affected the program, taking away space
for training, ceremonies, labs and
more, and led to anger and frustration among many cadets.
“We do a lot for this school and
we see little in return — actually, no
return,” said Trina Baker, executive
officer in ROTC and senior dietetics
major. “We see it get taken away.”
It was when Baker found a 1965
contract between the Army and
South Dakota State University that
she spoke up about the problem.
The contract requires offices,
storage rooms, a gym floor and classrooms “to be exclusively used by the
ROTC program.” Because SDSU has
taken away the gym, Baker believes
they are violating the legally-binding
contract.
Russ Chavez, director for Veterans’ Affairs, interprets the contract
as ROTC requiring its own facility,
free from use as a “squatter area” by
other departments.
This is the third time since
Chavez has been at SDSU that
ROTC’s hall has been used by the
university.
In 2001, eateries from the Student Union were moved there during
The Union expansion. Then, about
five years ago, the Department
of Architecture was placed in the
hall temporarily. ROTC’s thoughts
weren’t given consideration during
either instance.
SDSU was voted eighth best in

the nation for veterans, according to
the 2017 Best for Vets survey. Chavez
said he believes SDSU is a military-friendly campus and would “like
to continue to believe that.”
Cadets reached out to Provost
Dennis Hedge about the current situation.
“We’ve done our best to work
within the spirit of the agreement,”
Hedge said. He did not tell the cadets whether another department
would move into DePuy after the
economics department.
Lt. Col. Corey Norris, professor
of military science and SDSU Army
ROTC department head, said the
contract is “antiquated” and doesn’t
apply to much of the current program’s needs.
“I don’t know if (the university is)
actually violating it,” Norris said.
The economics department
moved to DePuy Military Hall last
academic year because its original
building, Scobey Hall, was infected
with mold.
Hedge hopes more space will
open up in Lincoln Hall when the
School of Performing Arts moves to
the Performing Arts Center.
Harding Hall, where the economics department will relocate to, won’t
complete renovations until fall 2018.
Cadets must work around the lack of
gym space for another semester.
Nate Stafford, a junior history
education major, works to help implement most of the Army ROTC’s
training and finds it a “logistical
nightmare” to work around the university and other organizations.
“We don’t feel like a priority,”
Stafford said.
The ROTC program is a pillar
of SDSU as a land grant institution.
While others, such as agriculture
and engineering, have expanded,
Baker said the military science pillar
is “being taken away piece by piece.”

Continued to A3

Donation to fix broken library clocks
BRIANNA SCHREURS
Digital Producer
Time passes differently in Hilton M. Briggs Library and it’s
not because of the quiet study
environment. It’s due to an old
clock system.
The centralized clock system
used to control Briggs Library’s
almost 60 clocks reset itself to
the wrong time this summer.
Facilities and Services refused
to pay for fixing the system, so
someone anonymously donated
$3,000 to fix it.
It should be completed by
Nov. 17 at the latest.
Facilities and Services has
been phasing out clocks across
campus, said Associate Vice
President of Facilities and Services Dean Kattelmann, because students don’t look at
clocks anymore.
Samantha Andersen, junior elementary education major said she doesn’t look at the
clocks in the library.
“I usually just look at my
computer so I guess I didn’t notice,” she said.
Over the past decade, Facili-
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The Department of Economics has set up offices in the Depuy Miltary Hall as a temporary home. Which has forced
the ROTC program to train in different facilities on campus.

Master’s in human biology paves
different path to medical school
EMILY De WAARD
Managing Editor

ABBY FULLENKAMP • The Collegian

Library staff at Hilton M. Briggs Library have covered the broken clocks with
inspirational quotes and puns. Somone annonomously donated $3,000 to fix them.

ties and Services has decreasing
clocks on ca due to the cost of
maintenance and because Kattelmann believes student fees
can be “used better elsewhere.”
“How many students don’t
have a cellphone?” he said.
The clocks in Briggs will
show the correct time soon,
though. The new system will be
computer-based, Kattelmann
said, keeping time through the
internet and calibrating clocks
automatically.

The replacement should be
relatively quick and easy, according to Jim Weiss, director
of campus maintenance.
Over the past 40 years, the
centralized system has had its
issues. From daylight saving
time changing in the ‘70s or individual clocks not responding
to the system, library staff have
been frustrated with the system
for a while.

Continued to A3

Students interested in the
daunting task of attending
medical school now have another path to help them get
there.
The Department of Biology
and Microbiology offers a oneyear, 32-credit master’s program in human biology. The
program emphasizes professional development, preparation for medical school and allows students to explore career
paths in the medical field.
Assistant Professor Greg
Heiberger is the coordinator
for the program and said it’s
the first of its kind in the state
and immediate region.
“This type of program has
been a national trend over the
past 10 years, but the closest
one is in Kansas City or Denver,” Heiberger said. “The cost,
size and cohort feature of ours
is its advantage.”
The program offers courses and topics covered in med-

ical school to “give students a
leg up” when they get to medical school, Heiberger said. The
idea is to prepare students for
success in medical school by
using the same pace and intensity, giving them even more
well-rounded knowledge than
their undergraduate degree.
Most programs similar to
this one cost around $30,000
to $40,000, whereas South
Dakota State’s costs $15,000,
according to Heiberger.
The program was approved
by the South Dakota Board of
Regents in May and began this
fall with six students enrolled.
The small class size gives students a close support group
with other students and stronger relationships with professors and advisers, Heiberger said.
LeAndre Kennedy, a firstyear graduate student in the
program, said he benefits from
the increased personal interaction.
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>> ROTC CONTRACT
Continued from A1
A lack of resources is forcing cadets to train at 70 percent efficiency and could have “dire consequences” when they graduate and lead soldiers in the field, Stafford said.
Baker met cadets from other
universities and sees the lack of resources at SDSU as a disadvantage
for the program and her training.
“Seeing those disparities makes
us feel like we should have gone
somewhere else as a cadet,” Baker said.
Stafford said using varied locations creates stress on the program. Cadets not only have to rent
out training space from the university at the Sanford Jackrabbit Athletic
Complex or the Barn, but they also
need permission from the Univer-
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sity Police Department to use their
training equipment.
He compared it to regular students needing permission from UPD
to use their own laptop, or having
to rent space every time a student
wanted to study in The Union.
The program doesn’t get priority
when training in the SJAC, either. In
some instances, cadets were forced
to move onto the track so athletic
teams could use the field.
Norris is working on a new, more
“generic” contract than the original
and plans to rewrite it with Hedge
within the next few months. Steps
have been taken to give ROTC some
of the requirements back in the original contract in the meantime —
such as a flag pole for cadets to raise
the flag each day.
“In the end, hopefully, we get our
space back,” Norris said.
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(Top) Corporate finance Assistant Professor Nacasius Ujah meets with senior business economics major Dalton Cox Oct. 26, to see how the semester is going in his cubicle in the gym of the DePuy Military Hall. (Bottom)
ROTC provides space for the Economics Department to stay until a permanent solution is made.

>> HUMAN BIOLOGY
Continued from A1
“In undergrad, most classes were at least 100 people
and it was harder to have a
connection with many classmates, especially the professor,” Kennedy said. “In this
program, we all want the
same things, so it’s a lot of
helping each other out. We
meet a lot and we are forming legitimate friendships and
it’s really working to our advantage.”
Kennedy said it has been
“great to build relationships
with people in the world we
want to be in,” by meeting
with professors and advisers
weekly while also shadowing
professionals.
Another student in the
program, Austin Walz, said
he’s been logging hours shadowing in hospitals and is
looking forward to potentially observing surgeries during
Winter Break.
The program does not require a traditional thesis. Instead, students write a research paper on a topic of
their choice. Kennedy and
Walz said this was special to
them as they could research

topics they were passionate
about.
Walz, striving to work
in oncology, focused his paper on a potential therapeutic drug for cancer. As a former athlete, Kennedy’s dream
is to become an orthopedic
surgeon specializing in sports
medicine and he was able to
research chronic traumatic
encephalopathy. CTE, discovered more frequently in athletes during autopsy, is brain
degeneration likely caused by
repeated head traumas.
“It’s cool to have that opportunity to explore our own
interests in our research,”
Walz said. “With traditional science master’s programs,
you just kind of jump on
board with what your adviser
is doing in their research.”
Biology and Microbiology Department Head Volker
Brozel said he values the program and believes it is viewed
favorably by medical schools
looking at candidates.
“I am excited about it.
I hope students will find it
valuable,” Brozel said. “It is a
tall mountain to climb, but I
think that’s consistent with
wanting to undergo medical
training. The two go together.”

>> CLOCKS
Continued from A1
But Chief University Librarian Kristi Tornquist doesn’t believe in phasing out
the centralized clock system and believes
the extended period of time with broken
clocks doesn’t “reflect well” on the library.
“I absolutely think it doesn’t portray
the image we would like, because we do try
to provide accurate information for students and the materials they need, so they
need to know the accurate time,” she said.
Right now, the only accurate place to
find the time in Briggs is by cellphone,
watch or the 15 battery-operated clocks
which replaced the unresponsive clocks.
Tornquist heard stories of students being late to class because they thought the
library clocks presented the correct time.
She then made the decision to “get those
clocks covered up.”
The library staff covered the clocks
with white paper circles and put a sign on
the door to prevent any incidents of students being late while the library waited
for a solution.
Tornquist said she and the staff decided to put fun sayings on the paper.
The almost 60 clocks are covered with
motivating phrases and puns, like “live in
the moment,” or “study.”
“I thought it was a good work-around
to put the papers on there,” said Derek
Friend, master’s student in data science. “I
don’t know what it takes to fix. It’d be nice
(to fix them).”

Worship at First
Presbyterian Church
this holiday season!

Advent potlucks
6 p.m. Dec. 6, 13 & 20
Christmas Program
10:30 a.m. Dec. 17
Christmas Eve Day Service
10:30 a.m.
Christmas Eve Candlelight Service
7:30 p.m.

Pastor Nina L. Westfall
692-2416 • 405 7th Ave.
brookingspresbyterian.org
presby@brookings.net
@fpcbrookings
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Paper covers clocks in Briggs Library Nov. 8. The clocks haven’t worked all
semester, so library faculty covered them to prevent confusion.
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DAILY CRIME LOG
11.06.17
• 2:30 p.m. @ Campus.
Theft of Lost or Mislaid
Property Less than $100.
11.08.17
• 6:46 p.m. @ Southeast
Lot. Int Damage/Vandalism
• 8:41 p.m. @ 1405
Jackrabbit Ave. Fictitious/
False ID.
• 8:42 p.m. @ 1060
Campanile Ave.
Harassment.
11.09.17
• 12:21 p.m. @ 1396
Student Union Ln.
Miscellaneous Incident.
11.10.17
• 2:07 a.m. @ 8th St. /
Medary Ave. Int Damage/
Vandalism
• 10:22 a.m. @ 1405
Jackrabbit Ave.
Miscellaneous Incident.
11.11.17
• 8:20 a.m. @ Union Pay
Lot. Int Damage/ Vandalism
• 2:17 p.m. @ Dana
J Dykhouse Football
Stadium. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
• 2:50 p.m. @ Meadows
North #215. Drug/Narc
Violations.
• 3:40 p.m. @ North
Tailgate. Liquor/Open
Container.
• 3:53 p.m. @ Dana
J Dykhouse Football
Stadium. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED / SERVICES
OFFERED
M&S Business Cleaning. Hours
from approx. 5 to 9 p.m., 1 to
5 days per week available. For
more information call (605) 6901554.
Taking applications for FT/
PT positions: Cook/Chef.
Competitive pay, flexible
scheduling. Apply within Pheasant Restaurant 726
Main Ave S. Info @
PheasantRestaurant.com please, no calls.

is hiring!

Need some cash for the
holidays? Temporary position
during semester break
(December 16 through January
7). Carpet Cleaning Technician
– will train the right person.
Effective verbal communication
and customer service required.
$14/hour. Call 605.690.3478.
Stop by our
office in the
lower level of
the Union (Room
069) to grab an
application.
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SDSU behind in ADA compliance, accessibility
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
It takes a bit of planning for
South Dakota State counseling
graduate student Kanbi Knippling to go about her day.
She was born with spina bifida, a degenerative disorder,
and has been in a wheelchair
since she was 13 years old.
During Knippling’s time as
an undergraduate in psychology
and human development and
family studies and throughout
her continuing education, she
has faced and continues to face
accessibility issues around campus.
Administrative officials plan
to hire a person in charge of
complying to the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and campus accessibility by
spring semester. But Knippling
said many problems still exist
and, in some ways, have gotten
worse.
Knippling’s main problem is being unable to meet
with many of her professors in
buildings that are unaccessible,
such as Wenona Hall and other
older buildings on campus.
She said they are willing
to meet other places on campus, but these limitations require her to put much more
forethought and planning into

her days.
“I’m also, probably, one of
the most stubborn people on
the face of the earth,” she said.
“I’m usually somebody who will
figure it out one way or another.”
Though the Department of
Psychology was accessible when
she was an undergraduate, it
has since moved to the basement of Hansen Hall, which is
inaccessible to students with
physical disabilities.

to Nancy Hartenhoff-Crooks,
SDSU coordinator of Disability
Services. People with disabilities can access the library, but it
is a “long haul.”
Currently, accessibility is
managed by the heads of departments, but by either February or March, Nathan Ziegler,
Director of Diversity, Inclusion,
Equity and Access at SDSU,
plans to hire an ADA coordinator to examine accessibility issues across campus.

“

ONE THING I ALWAYS SUGGEST
FOR STUDENTS, WITH TEMPORARY
DISABILITIES ESPECIALLY, IS TO OBTAIN
AN ACCESSIBLE PARKING PERMIT.
NANCY HARTENHOFF-CROOKS
SDSU coordinator of Disability Services

Knippling also said the sidewalks on the older half of campus, west of Medary Avenue,
are riddled with cracks and,
during winter, those cracks are
hidden by snow, making mobility even more difficult.
Also, the path to the Hilton
M. Briggs Library is not compliant with the ADA, according

“Some of the things I’ll
charge that person with are doing what is called an accessibility audit and looking at the ways
our campus is meeting or is
not meeting ADA compliance,”
Ziegler said, “whether that’s
with facilities, technology or the
curriculum.”
Accessibility is always an is-

sue for the longtime physically impaired, Hartenhoff-Crooks
said, but those who are more
recently injured or temporarily disabled have a harder time
with mobility on campus.
Those coming to campus
with long-term impairments
seem to have put more thought
into the difficulties in front of
them, she said, but those with
recent injuries will find it harder to overcome accessibility
problems.
The main complaint she
gets is “distances” and students
having difficultu getting to
classes on time.
“One thing I always suggest
for students, with temporary
disabilities especially, is to obtain an accessible parking permit,” she said.
An accessible parking permit allows a student to park in
any lot on campus; all they’re
required to have is a parking
pass. It also works for students
who are unable to drive themselves due to their injury.
“The permit is attached to
the individual who needs it, not
the car,” she said.
To get an accessible parking
permit, students should contact Parking Services. Hartenhoff-Crooks said her office also
offers Brookings Area Transit
Authority tokens to students.

SDState Shooting Sports Team locked, loaded
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
Established last year, the SDState
Shooting Sports Team is the
first of its kind at South Dakota
State and still has some “hoops to
jump through.”
The biggest hurdle, club vice
president Jason Dickinson said,
is making sure everyone is safety certified.
Another difficulty is dealing
with the taboo of having a club
that revolves around shooting.
Some people think “if there’s
a firearm involved it’s not going to be safe, but, honestly, we’re
safer because we know how to
act around firearms, we know
what’s going on and then it helps
educate everyone else,” said Naomi England, a founding club
member.
Dickinson agreed, saying he
believes everyone should know
how to handle a weapon. The
controversy is one of the reasons
he started shooting as a sport in
high school.
“Since then I’ve had a lot of
fun with it, so I wanted to bring
it to college so a lot of other kids
could enjoy it as well,” Dickinson said.
Along with needing to be
safety certified, it costs each
member roughly $180 a semester to shoot once a week and
about $200 to do it both Tuesday
and Thursday. Those costs include shells and targets.
There are multiple disciplines
of shooting the team shoots, England said. The main thing they
shoot is trap and five-stand and
shoot skeet depending on what
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SDState Shooting Sports Team’s sophomore vice president Jason Dickinson watches freshman team member Mitch Lack shoot at a team meeting. The Shooting Sports
Team meets every Tuesday and Thursday.

is at the range or in reasonable
driving distance.
Currently affiliated with the
Wellness Center, club members
hope it becomes a legitimate
SDSU sports team. But it’s difficult with a lack of teams in the
area and competitions being so
far away.
“We’re working on it,” England said. “We have one competition we can do one hour away.
Other than that it’s like three
hours. So, we’re working on finding closer teams and people willing to go farther away to go
shoot.”
Despite their aspirations of

becoming a legitimate team, the
club still knows how to relax and
not take themselves too seriously.
“There are times we’re serious
and then there are times we can
just kick back and joke with people and have a bunch of fun out
there,” England said.
England and Dickinson said
the main draw of the sport is
South Dakota’s large hunting
culture and the memories made
from it.
“A lot of the guys around
here, they hunt all the time, and
this is another thing they can go
out and have fun with even if it’s
not hunting season; shoot some
clay birds instead of some real

@sdsucollegian

birds,” England said.
Freshman biology major and
club member Mitch Lack has
been part of shooting teams for
about four years, ever since his
sophomore year in high school.
“It’s just something I’ve always been involved in, I guess,”
he said. “My dad has always gone
hunting and stuff and I’ve always
gone with him.”
The club meets at 5 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays at the
Brookings Gun Club, a few miles
east of town on Highway 14.
Those interested in joining
can visit the SDState Shooting
Sports Facebook page.
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>> ROTC CONTRACT
Continued from A1
A lack of resources is forcing cadets to train at 70 percent efficiency and could have “dire consequences” when they graduate and lead soldiers in the field, Stafford said.
Baker met cadets from other
universities and sees the lack of resources at SDSU as a disadvantage
for the program and her training.
“Seeing those disparities makes
us feel like we should have gone
somewhere else as a cadet,” Baker said.
Stafford said using varied locations creates stress on the program. Cadets not only have to rent
out training space from the university at the Sanford Jackrabbit Athletic
Complex or the Barn, but they also
need permission from the Univer-
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sity Police Department to use their
training equipment.
He compared it to regular students needing permission from UPD
to use their own laptop, or having
to rent space every time a student
wanted to study in The Union.
The program doesn’t get priority
when training in the SJAC, either. In
some instances, cadets were forced
to move onto the track so athletic
teams could use the field.
Norris is working on a new, more
“generic” contract than the original
and plans to rewrite it with Hedge
within the next few months. Steps
have been taken to give ROTC some
of the requirements back in the original contract in the meantime —
such as a flag pole for cadets to raise
the flag each day.
“In the end, hopefully, we get our
space back,” Norris said.
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(Top) Corporate finance Assistant Professor Nacasius Ujah meets with senior business economics major Dalton Cox Oct. 26, to see how the semester is going in his cubicle in the gym of the DePuy Military Hall. (Bottom)
ROTC provides space for the Economics Department to stay until a permanent solution is made.

>> HUMAN BIOLOGY
Continued from A1
“In undergrad, most classes were at least 100 people
and it was harder to have a
connection with many classmates, especially the professor,” Kennedy said. “In this
program, we all want the
same things, so it’s a lot of
helping each other out. We
meet a lot and we are forming legitimate friendships and
it’s really working to our advantage.”
Kennedy said it has been
“great to build relationships
with people in the world we
want to be in,” by meeting
with professors and advisers
weekly while also shadowing
professionals.
Another student in the
program, Austin Walz, said
he’s been logging hours shadowing in hospitals and is
looking forward to potentially observing surgeries during
Winter Break.
The program does not require a traditional thesis. Instead, students write a research paper on a topic of
their choice. Kennedy and
Walz said this was special to
them as they could research

topics they were passionate
about.
Walz, striving to work
in oncology, focused his paper on a potential therapeutic drug for cancer. As a former athlete, Kennedy’s dream
is to become an orthopedic
surgeon specializing in sports
medicine and he was able to
research chronic traumatic
encephalopathy. CTE, discovered more frequently in athletes during autopsy, is brain
degeneration likely caused by
repeated head traumas.
“It’s cool to have that opportunity to explore our own
interests in our research,”
Walz said. “With traditional science master’s programs,
you just kind of jump on
board with what your adviser
is doing in their research.”
Biology and Microbiology Department Head Volker
Brozel said he values the program and believes it is viewed
favorably by medical schools
looking at candidates.
“I am excited about it.
I hope students will find it
valuable,” Brozel said. “It is a
tall mountain to climb, but I
think that’s consistent with
wanting to undergo medical
training. The two go together.”

>> CLOCKS
Continued from A1
But Chief University Librarian Kristi Tornquist doesn’t believe in phasing out
the centralized clock system and believes
the extended period of time with broken
clocks doesn’t “reflect well” on the library.
“I absolutely think it doesn’t portray
the image we would like, because we do try
to provide accurate information for students and the materials they need, so they
need to know the accurate time,” she said.
Right now, the only accurate place to
find the time in Briggs is by cellphone,
watch or the 15 battery-operated clocks
which replaced the unresponsive clocks.
Tornquist heard stories of students being late to class because they thought the
library clocks presented the correct time.
She then made the decision to “get those
clocks covered up.”
The library staff covered the clocks
with white paper circles and put a sign on
the door to prevent any incidents of students being late while the library waited
for a solution.
Tornquist said she and the staff decided to put fun sayings on the paper.
The almost 60 clocks are covered with
motivating phrases and puns, like “live in
the moment,” or “study.”
“I thought it was a good work-around
to put the papers on there,” said Derek
Friend, master’s student in data science. “I
don’t know what it takes to fix. It’d be nice
(to fix them).”
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Paper covers clocks in Briggs Library Nov. 8. The clocks haven’t worked all
semester, so library faculty covered them to prevent confusion.
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USD, SDSU engaged couple break down in-state rivalry
IAN LACK
Reporter

T

he Jackrabbits and Coyotes are set to clash Saturday, Nov. 18 on the football field at the University of
South Dakota in Vermillion.
But one couple proves the longtime rivalry might not be all it’s
hyped up to be.
Arianne Aasen, an elementary education graduate from
USD, and Casson Dennison, a
South Dakota State political science graduate, got engaged in
April. The two met in the spring
of 2016 after Dennison transferred to USD to attend law
school while Aasen was in her
junior year.
Dennison considers himself
a “lifelong Jackrabbit, through
and through,” while Aasen said
she still has “loyalties to USD.”
But the two said the difference
in the teams they cheer for was
never a conflict in their relationship.
“We always just saw each
other as who we are and it’s only
really something that we tease
each other about,” Aasen said.
Dennison echoed her
thoughts, saying the rivalry is
meant for fun and in the spirit
of competition.
“I think there’s something
flawed in hating the other school
just because it’s the other school.
The schools are really differ-

ent and they serve different objectives for students,” Dennison
said. “But I think the rivalry’s for
bragging rights and just makes
the game atmosphere a lot better. It makes our teams better.”
The two were introduced
to each other at the St. Thomas More Newman Center on the
USD campus in January 2016.
They struck up a friendship at
the Catholic community church
and began dating that semester.
“We just kind of became instant friends, and we already
had a mutual connection with
God and the church,” Aasen
said. “So, when we started hanging out at the Newman Center, we started seeing each other a lot.”
The couple had been dating for over a year when Aasen
posted about their engagement
on Facebook, where it was seen
by Sami Zoss, an engagement
coordinator for the University of South Dakota Foundation.
Zoss knew Aasen through their
shared sorority.
Zoss arranged to have two
red T-shirts sent to the couple in their sizes. On the back of
the T-shirts, Dennison’s reads,
“I love a Coyote,” while Aasen’s
reads, “once a Coyote, always a
Coyote.”
Aasen posted about the
T-shirts on Facebook, thanking
the Alumni Association for the
gifts.

“It was really thoughtful and
it was definitely a surprise to get
them in the mail,” Aasen said. “It
made me feel like they were still
keeping in touch, even after I
graduated.”
Zoss said she was happy to
learn the couple enjoyed the gift,
saying it was “nice to poke fun
at the rivalry” between the two
schools.
“It’s really important that our
constituents know that we are
there for them even after they
graduate, especially when it’s
fun like this,” Zoss said.
Zoss also said she is excited
for Aasen’s next steps in life.
“She just graduated and got
engaged and she’s going on to do
great things with her organization, so she has a lot to look forward to in life,” Zoss said.
Aasen currently works as a
FOCUS missionary at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The
couple often commutes to visit each other on weekends and
breaks. The two plan to attend
the rivalry game this weekend.
The couple said they’ll be
cheering for opposite teams, but
still sit together.
“She’ll probably wear USD
gear, but I’ll definitely be wearing my Jackrabbit gear,” Dennison said. “But it’ll be a great
game to watch for sure.”
The couple’s wedding date is
set for March 3, 2018.
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Arianne Aasen and Casson Dennison wear T-shirts the University of South Dakota
Alumni Association sent them to commemorate their engagement and acknowledge
the SDSU-USD rivalry. On the back, Dennison’s reads, “I love a Coyote,” while Aasen’s
reads, “Once a Coyote, Always a Coyote.”

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Casson Dennison and Arianne Aasen play off of their schools’ rivalry in a Facebook
photo, wearing different shirts for the rival colleges they cheer for.

Exhibit showcases early agriculture, engineering leaders
LAURA BUTTERBRODT
Lifestyles Editor

JENNY NGUYEN • The Collegian

Ralph Patty’s section of the exhibit showcases his work studying rammed earth construction. The Groundbreakers exhibit opens Nov. 16 and will be at the Agricultural
Heritage Museum until next October.

The newest exhibit at the South
Dakota Agricultural Heritage
Museum opening Thursday focuses on the work of four men
who taught and researched topics of agriculture and agricultural engineering.
“Groundbreakers: Early Agricultural Scientists and Engineers of SDSU” displays the discoveries and legacies of Halvor
Solberg, Niels E. Hansen, Ralph
Patty and Joseph Hutton.
The exhibit’s opening event
will be at the museum from 4 to
7 p.m. with curator’s comments
at 6 p.m. Appetizers, wine and
beer will be served. The event is
free and open to the public.
“A lot of people know a lot

about Briggs and Stratton and
about Edgar McFadden and
all these big names that came
out of SDSU, but we wanted to
know, well, who were the professors that fostered these students
that went on to great things,”
said museum director Gwen McCausland.
Apart from agricultural and
engineering sciences, the men
were also strong supporters of
the arts. They worked outside
their research on arts including writing, photography, woodworking and music.
“They were very much Renaissance men, in the sense that
they valued art and humanities
as important as science and engineering — that you could not
fully understand or grasp one
without the other,” McCausland

said.
The exhibit features photos, artifacts and props. There
are interactive features, including an animation about Hutton
made by an SDSU animation
class, that are family-friendly.
McCausland said 95 percent of
the exhibit’s content came from
the museum’s collection or the
SDSU archives.
The exhibit has been in the
works for about a year and a
half, McCausland said. The
“Groundbreakers: Early Agricultural Scientists and Engineers of
SDSU” exhibit will be open until
next October.
The Agricultural Heritage
Museum is open 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Saturday,
and Sundays 1 to 5 p.m.

Halvor C. Solberg

Joseph G. Hutton

Ralph L. Patty

Niels E. Hansen

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Developed curriculum for
the mechanical engineering
departments at SDSU and North
Dakota State University.
Developed a steam school to teach
farmers how to use steam engines
and avoid accidents — these lessons
were replicated in land grant
colleges across the country.
Hand-built the first building of
the engineering school (now called
Solberg Hall).
Was a teacher and mentor to Hilton
M. Briggs of Briggs and Stratton
Engines.
Norwegian immigrant.
Began working as a carpenter,
then was hired by the college as an
industrial arts teacher.
Had an artist’s eye and appreciation
for craftsmanship.

JENNY NGUYEN • The Collegian

Halvor Solberg’s architectural designs and carpentry knowledge
helped create the mechanical engineering department curriculum used today in land grant colleges across the nation.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Studied soil science,
conservation and
contemporary farming
practices.
Predicted the Dust Bowl 20
years before it happened.
Professor of Agronomy from
1911 to 1939.
Conducted the first soil
survey of South Dakota.
Encouraged crop rotation,
organic soil material, terraced
land and cover crops.
Fought for women’s rights.
Was a talented photographer,
poet, radio broadcaster and
writer.

•
•

•

Studied rammed
earth architecture and
became the catalyst for
its construction in the
United States, Australia
and Africa.
Built the H.H. Delong
Rammed Earth Building.
Developed a poultry
house made of rammed
earth to prevent poultry
from dying of pneumonia
in the winter.
Wanted to help local
men build inexpensive,
sustainable housing for
humans and livestock.

•

•

•

JENNY NGUYEN • The Collegian

The Groundbreakers exhibit displays artifacts from the early agricultural scientists
and engineers of South Dakota State University. There are also historical photos and
family-friendly interactive components.

Horticulturist and explorer.
Was a professor of horticulture and
forestry before becoming the head
of the Department of Horticulture
and Forestry.
Brought new crops, fruits and other
flora and fauna that could grow
in the South Dakota climate from
his travels to Russia, China, Japan,
Korea and Mongolia including:
• Yellow and blue flower alfalfa
• Apples
• Peaches
• Cherries
• Apricots
• Chrysanthemums
Composed music and wrote lyrics
for the alma mater song “The Yellow
and Blue” with music professor
Francis Haynes.
The Hansen Residence Hall is
named after him.

JENNY NGUYEN • The Collegian

Ralph Patty’s work studying rammed earth poultry homes influenced sustainable, affordable construction options in the United
States, Africa and Australia.
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‘Murder on the Orient Express:’ whodunit mystery gone off-track
Movie night
with Ian Lack
Editor’s Note: The grading system
used here is similar to the 10-point
scale used in SDSU courses.

GRADE: C+
In today’s age of multi-million
dollar blockbuster franchises,
everyone is a detective.
Everyone is able to pick up
on plot holes within stories and
inconsistencies in characters.
Our mass consumption of
creative media has made all of
us much more intelligent and
savvy film-goers — gone are the
days where we settle for simplistic storylines or tired character tropes.
So maybe this is why I was
so disappointed with “Murder
on the Orient Express” — there
wasn’t a single point during the
film where I felt the film’s creators catered to the audience’s

intelligence.
Allow me to explain.
“Murder on the Orient Express” is a remake of the classic 1934 novel of the same name
by famed author Agatha Christie. The film was adapted before
(and better) in 1974.
Set in 1933, the film follows
fictional, world-renowned detective Hercule Poirot (Kenneth
Branagh) as he tries to solve
a murder mystery on-board a
train stopped in its tracks on
the side of a snowy mountain.
There’s definitely no shortage of suspects. You’ve got “the
widow” (Michelle Pfeiffer), “the
governess” (Daisy Ridley) and
“the professor” (Willem Dafoe),
among many others.
Poirot must uncover who
is morally bankrupt enough to
drug Ratchett (Johnny Depp)
and stab him to death while he
slept.
The most exciting part of
any whodunit mystery is when
the audience member gets to
play along with the film’s detective and try to crack the case.

You have to factor the film’s
plot and characters into your
suspicions, as well as common
tropes of the mystery genre and
the actors involved. Good mysteries work on multiple levels.
But in “Orient Express,”
you’re not given any time to focus suspicion on any one character for too long, robbing you
of the mystery’s fun.
Director Kenneth Branagh
is so quick to shift focus from
one character to the next you’re
left without your own suspicions.
This is largely because of
the oversized cast of the film.
Branagh and the film’s screenwriters shift so many times between all of them that you’re
left in a whirlwind of general suspicion directed toward everyone.
But in another way, this is
where the film excels.
The ensemble cast in this
film is phenomenal. While oversized, everyone in the cast is
able to elevate the emotional aspects of the screenplay.

Photo courtesy of 20th Century Fox

Kenneth Branagh is lead actor and director in “Murder on the Orient Express.” He
plays fictional, world-renowned detective, Hercule Poirot, solving a whodunit murder
mystery on a derailed express train in 1933. The film opened third at the U.S. box office
with $28.2 million.

This is especially true for
Michelle Pfeiffer as Mrs. Hubbard and Josh Gad as Hector
MacQueen.
But even after getting whiplash trying to focus suspicion
on one character as the murderer, I was easily able to call the
ending of the film, which is the
most disappointing part.

Besides the stellar performances, notable production
and costume design, this murder mystery is too unfocused to
merit a theater outing. My advice? Wait to rent this one.
Ian Lack is a reporter at The
Collegian and can be reached at
ilack@sdsucollegian.com.

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

A romance or
relationship between
you and somebunny
could rekindle or spark.

Libra

Keep an eye on your
Hobo Dough balance
as you shop for your
Thanksgiving meal.

Taurus

Work slowly toward a
fitness goal you have
and be sure to have
balanced carrot intake.

Scorpio

Your charm and warmhearted attitude will
have your social life
hopping this week.

Gemini

Showcase your best
skills to your fellow
Jackrabbits and enjoy
your favorite hobbies.

Sagittarius

Your focus on helping
fellow Jackrabbits
will leave you feeling
charitable.

Cancer

Be careful before
jumping into a
commitment such as a
contract or meeting.

Capricorn

Be sure you don’t forget
anything important in the
hubbub of your hopping
social life.

Leo
Make a to-do list to be
sure your rabbit den is
in tip-top shape for the
upcoming holidays.

Aquarius

Be wary of making
mistakes when going
after a new career
opportunity, Jackrabbit.

Virgo

A disagreement about
how you should spend
your Hobo Dough may
arise. Spend wisely.

Pisces

A romance between
you and somebunny
you cross paths with is
possible this week.

stuff.
17
18
1
2

State A Thon Bingo Support kids, win cash!
8pm Union Market
Mall of America Trip Shop till you drop!
Tickets at Info Exchange
SUT Performance “Unnecessary Farce”
7:30pm Doner Auditorium (Morrill Hall)
Holiday STUFF at McCrory ‘Tis the season!
7pm McCrory Gardens
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‘I don’t know’
shouldn’t be a
go-to answer

Editorial
Issue:

ROTC’s space is being infringed upon.

I

n 1965, South Dakota State
and the Army forged a contract stating that the Reserve
Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC)
program requires offices, storage
rooms, a gym floor and classrooms used exclusively by the
program.
Since then, SDSU has impeded upon that contract at
least three times.
Most recently, by drilling into the floor of the gym in
DePuy Military Hall and setting
up cubicles for the Department
of Economics.
Now, when ROTC needs
to complete necessary training, they jump through hoops to
complete standard practices in
their program.
ROTC needs special permission to bring training equipment to athletics facilities, like
the Sanford Jackrabbit Athletic

Complex (SJAC), and they also
must be escorted by the University Police Department to bring
training materials there — all
while having a facility of their
own that regularly isn’t their
own.
We, at The Collegian, understand there are growing pains
during construction, renovations and expansions our university is experiencing right now.
However, we also feel there must
be a better solution to prioritize
the cadets who will be the future
military leaders of our country.
At the very least, we feel our
university should be able to uphold their agreement to provide
the facilities and resources necessary to train cadets.
Ideally, our Editorial Board
feels the next fancy new facility on our campus should be for
ROTC.

BRIANNA SCHREURS
Digital Producer
There is nothing that irritates
me more than the answer “I
don’t know.”
It’s OK to genuinely not
know. We shouldn’t pretend to
have all the answers.
However, it’s not OK to use
“I don’t know” as a definite no.
You leave a person hanging
with those ambiguous types of
answers.
Not knowing has major
drawbacks for your reputation
and relationships.
You can look unprofessional, inexperienced, unprepared
or uncaring.
Instead, here’s what you
can do to take the best route
to avoid misleading others,
but still feel like you answered
their question.

Realistically, we believe
ROTC deserves to have their
space to themselves.
We believe the Department
of Economics department could
have been given a better temporary home than a gym.
We believe drilling holes into
the gym floor and setting up cubicles and computers in the only
training facility ROTC has is
shameful.
We also believe ROTC deserves more autonomy in decisions about their facilities.
When the university works
to update its contract with the
Army soon, we, at The Collegian,
hope ROTC gets to call the shots
on their own program and their
own facilities.
At the least, we hope ROTC
will be shown the respect it deserves and has earned.

When you don’t know your
schedule:
Schedules can be unpredictable. Some don’t know what
they are doing in the next hour,
let alone at the end of the week.
When your schedule isn’t
set in stone, say:
“Thanks for the invite. I
don’t know what my schedule is
like for the day. But I’ll let you
know once I figure it out.”
Then when you find out,
follow up and give a definite
answer. Even if the answer is
no, an answer is better than
nothing.
You will be appreciated if
you make the effort to follow
up because you were honest.

Stance:

SDSU’s new contract with the Army
should put ROTC’s needs first.
The Collegian Editorial Board meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the
editorial. The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

PragerU isn’t just fake news, it’s dangerous

BEN HUMMEL
Opinion Editor
All it takes is the application of
critical thinking to make the farright unravel.
The plutocracy Trump panders to knows this well. One of
those plutocrats decided to actively fight against the “liberal mainstream media,” and that
man was Dennis Prager.
Thus, “Prager University,” or
PragerU was born.
Prager University is just fake
news done well.
However, that doesn’t mean
they aren’t dangerous. If you
scroll through your Facebook
feed, you will probably see one of
their videos.
They feature a pleasant
blue background with a reasonable-looking, mild-voiced narrator. Their videos’ titles usually
pose questions like, “Who are the
racists? Conservatives or Liberals?” and then always fall far
right of center with their answer.
The videos’ issues range from
one professing their enthusiastic endorsement of fossil fuels to
challenging the idea of rape culture on college campuses.
PragerU isn’t concerned with
facts and often skirt around
making any substantial claims,
but they still put on academ-
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ic airs to benefit the conservative
platform.
To understand the videos,
you must understand the man
behind PragerU, and how, with
enough money and slick graphics, any opinion can be made to
seem reasonable.
It all started in 2011. Prager’s
rise to prevalence in politics as a
radio-host established him as an
authority in discerning the moral character of political actors.
One certain billionaire with
strange hair and a clementine-esque hue drew his attention: Donald Trump.
Believe it or not, he came out
against Trump’s botched run in
the 2012 election for president,
releasing a column on the Jewish
World Review on May 3, 2011
asserting Trump had “disqualified himself from the presidency” after giving a speech rife with
profanity.
However, five years later
during the Republican primary
when it was becoming increasingly apparent Trump would actually be the Republican nominee, Prager changed his tune.
Just before the general election, he took it upon himself to
fund a social media campaign
rivaling the Russian Facebook
fake ad campaign, not in size,
but in persuasiveness.
While Russia might have put
out numerous ads bashing Clinton and leftist ideology, they
were rather crude and overtly
racist.
Most of the videos put out by
PragerU were well done, using
The Collegian is the
independent student
newspaper at South
Dakota State University
in Brookings, S.D.
The Collegian is
published by and for
South Dakota State
University students under
the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech

and a free press.
Opinions expressed on
these pages are not
necessarily those of the
student body, faculty,
staff or administration.
The Collegian is
published weekly on
Wednesday during the
academic year of SDSU.

their panache to sell their views,
which would have been considered radical had they portrayed
them any differently.
In particular, their views on
climate change are problematic.
Despite there being little to
no scientific debate on whether or not climate change exists —
spoiler: 90 to 100 percent of scientists believe it does according
to a Dec. 14, 2016 article from
Forbes — PragerU puts out videos insisting there is some matter of argument for the other
side.
They say there are two
groups of thought on the mat-

The argument is wrong for a
number of reasons.
While it is true fossil fuel use
has risen, air and water quality in areas that have heightened
their consumption of coal, natural gas and petroleum has gone
down significantly.
The best case against this argument is China.
China has been modernizing
their economy at an alarming
rate and uses a lot of fossil fuels
to power their cars and light up
their homes, according to a Nov.
14 article from The Third Pole
website.
As a consequence, their water quality has gone down significantly.
In fact, two-thirds of China’s
rivers
were deemed too toxic for
PRAGER UNIVERSITY
even animals to drink, according
IS JUST FAKE NEWS
to the South China Morning Post
on Aug. 26.
DONE WELL.
However, the problem isn’t
finding the data to disprove
BEN HUMMEL PragerU’s claims. Factual inforOpinion Editor mation is everywhere, and it isn’t
hard to access.
ter of manmade climate change,
Instead, it’s that those who
but neglect to say how small the
watch and believe these videos
group of scientists in dissent is.
don’t bother to check anywhere
Other videos, such as the
else.
aforementioned one on fosCritical thinking has always
sil fuels, present correlations as
been in short supply, but if peocausations.
ple like those at PragerU get
For instance, about a minute
their way, the wrong information
into the video on fossil fuels, the
will make its way to media connarrator presents an argument.
sumers before the facts do.
Fossil fuel use has risen and so
has access to clean water.
Ben Hummel is the opinion editor
This must mean that the
at The Collegian and can be reached
more we use fossil fuel, the
at bhummel@sdsucollegian.com.
cleaner our water gets.
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When you’re out of your
element:
Sometimes there is no way
you can possibly know something. But not knowing doesn’t
do anyone any favors.
Instead, refer them to someone who can get them the information they seek by saying:
“I don’t think I am the person to ask, but here’s someone
you can ask.”
You can save a lot of time
for you and the other person by
quickly directing them to a better source.
When you genuinely don’t
know:
There’s a million things on
your plate, so sometimes you
draw a blank, and that’s OK.
So, when you’re supposed to
be able to answer something in
class or at work, here’s something to say to show you aren’t
totally unaware:
“I don’t know right now, but
I can find out if you’d like.”
Even if they don’t want
you to find the answer to their
question, you come off as helpful and caring by offering to
take time to consider and dig to
find the answer.
Acknowledging you aren’t
sure makes you seem relatable,
but also more competent and
confident.
You can foster a relationship by getting someone involved to find the answer to the
question.
Brianna Schreurs is the digital
producer at The Collegian
and can be reached at
bschreurs@sdsucollegian.com.
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Think beyond the turkey: thank farmers for Thanksgiving
KATIE BERNDT
Columnist
Regardless of race, religion or
lifestyle, Thanksgiving usually centers around one thing —
food.
But something most people
don’t think about is where their
food comes from.
Over several decades, agriculture has changed to feed not
only those who are actively involved in farming, but the rest of
the world.
According to the FarmersFeedUS website, in 1960, one
U.S. farmer could produce
enough food in a year to feed
25.8 people. Now, that number
has grown to 165.

While controversy surrounds
the “feed the world” mantra the
agriculture industry has adopted, one thing is indisputable.
Whether you choose to eat
GMO, organic, gluten-free or
otherwise this Thanksgiving,
you can be sure a farmer somewhere produced it for you.
In the United States, we can
have a safe and plentiful food
supply at our disposal.
We have the stability to cater
to different tastes and preferences like organic or hormone-free.
All this is thanks to our 3.2
million farmers and ranchers.
The United States ranks in the
top 15 for five of the most-consumed crops in the world, according to a report from the

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations Statistics Division.

It’s too easy to forget what it
takes to get our food from the
farm to our kitchen table.
We go to the store and carefully pick out each ingredient,
forgetting about the feeding,
processing, packaging and inspection that goes into everything we buy.
No matter if you grew up on
a farm or in an urban area, your
Thanksgiving turkey was grown
by a farmer who has dedicated
their life to bringing it to your
table.
Since farming is often a
thankless job, I usually try to
show my appreciation in any
way I can during this time of
year.
Something my sorority has

“

IT’S TOO EASY TO
FORGET WHAT IT TAKES
TO GET OUR FOOD
FROM THE FARM TO
OUR KITCHEN TABLE.
KATIE BERNDT
Columnist

Whether you believe the
“feeding the world” adage or not,
the United States plays a significant part in sustaining the
world’s population.

always done is make “feed-afarmer bags” that we give to any
farmers in the area we see harvesting their fields.
A gesture doesn’t have to be
that organized or elaborate.
It can be as simple as buying
a cup of coffee, stopping to say
“thank you” or just waving to the
tractors you pass on the highway.
This holiday season, as you
sit down with your family, I challenge you to think beyond the
turkey and remember to thank a
farmer.
Katie Berndt is an agricultural
communications major and
can be reached at
katelyn.berndt@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Letter to
the Editor
CHRIS HARTZLER
Brookings Resident
While surfing the internet
the other day, I came across a
wonderful discovery.
A shelter in Florida sorts
their dogs, not by breed, but
by Hogwarts house.
And it’s not a random
sorting, either. They wait
until the pups are at least
6 months old to sort them
based on their personalities
when playing with toys and
each other.
Can you imagine something more heartwarming? I
know I want to adopt a HuffleFluff!
The love between people
and dogs is ageless and easy
to see. Movies, songs, books
and social media often have
themes revolving entirely
around the love of people and

their furry family mates.
It’s a love that wins
awards in the arts and a love
that, studies show, improve
the lives of the folks who have
it.
Many of us can remember our first fluffy friend and
the loss of a family pet is a
devastation many can identify with.
We would do anything for
our beloved friends. I know
I would! I hope that you are
willing to as well.
This is a call to action to
help protect our dear furry
friends at the Brookings Humane Society.
Those of you paying attention to local news already
know what I’m talking about.
For those of you out of the
loop, here’s a quick summary:
The Brookings Humane Society, which takes in family-less

animals from all around the
county, half of whom are
brought in by animal control
and in desperate need of love
and medical care, is in financial crisis.
The loss of their founder,
Rose Davidson, has left a void
that is proving more than difficult to fill.
The Society will be unable
to stay open past November
unless something dramatic
happens.
I’m calling on us to be
that dramatic something.
But what can we do?
We’re college students and
we don’t have much in the
way of money to donate. Not
true!
We can offer so much
more than you may realize. Do you have HyVee receipts floating around? Donate them!

Living a legacy of faith &
fellowship. Come join us.

9am Sunday School
10:30 am Worship
11:30 Coffee & fellowship

Spare time to offer? Use it
to walk the pups!
A computer with email
and a letter writing skill
pounded into you by the excessive English classes you’ve
taken in your school career?
Write a letter to the editor
at the Brooking Register expressing how important it is
to you that the Humane Society stay open.
Better yet, write a letter
to each of the City Council
members and ask that they
do whatever they can to save
our furry friends’ sanctuary
while they wait for a fur-ever home!
I want to emphasize the
last one there, writing our
City Council.
You see, the City Council
awards the Humane Society
an annual grant to help them
stay open, but this year they
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Chris Hartzler is a Brookings
resident and can be reached at
chris.hartzler@yahoo.com.
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the

cut the amount of funding.
That’s right, your
city-elected officials underfunded the group that saves
our beloved furry family
members.
If we all write them a letter letting them know how
we feel, that we want to see
the Humane Society survive,
they just might change their
minds about that choice and
get the Society the funding
they need to stay open.
It’s worth a shot and the
more letters (do be polite) the
better.
Who can abandon those
sad puppy eyes?
Not me, that’s for sure.
And I hope that you feel the
same.
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10 Even though
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To solve the Sudoku puzzle, each row, column and box
must contain the numbers 1 to 9.
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RIVALRY
RENEWED
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter

Rivalry hype
revived in
anticipation
of USD game

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter

T

he two biggest public universities in South Dakota will meet on the gridiron
this weekend in one of the state’s
biggest rivalries.
Most players on the South Dakota State roster paid more attention to SDSU rather than the
University of South Dakota when
they were in high school. This was
due to the fact that SDSU has had
more success in the past six seasons.
The Coyotes joined the Jacks
in the Football Championship
Subdivision in 2008, but the
teams did not play each other until 2012. USD hasn’t had a winning season since 2011 and hasn’t
made an appearance in the FCS
Playoffs in school history. The
Jacks have made the FCS Playoffs
every year since 2012.
SDSU’s success has translated to an advantage over USD with
in-state recruiting. The Jacks
have 29 players from the state,
while the Coyotes only have 12.
The majority of recruits from

SDSU come from Sioux Falls or
Yankton area.
The Jacks have five players
from Sioux Falls and USD has
four. One of those Sioux Falls recruits is quarterback Taryn Christion, who attended Roosevelt
High School. Christion said his
decision was simple, despite USD
recruiting him.
“Growing up, I rooted more
for the Jacks because Brookings
was a closer community to where
I was,” Christion said.
Thirty miles separate Yankton
and Vermillion, while 138 miles
separate Brookings and Yankton.
The Jacks have four players from
Yankton while the Coyotes only
have one.
One of the Yankton recruits,
senior defensive lineman Kellen
Soulek, said growing up in Yankton made him aware of the Coyotes and that his babysitter’s husband played offensive line for
USD. However, not going to USD
was easy for Soulek — they didn’t
recruit him at all.
“ ... I didn’t think too much of
(USD),” Soulek said. “When I was
in eighth grade Tyrel Kool went
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Senior defensive tackle Kellen Soulek (94) readies for the next play during the first half of
the Nov. 4 game against North Dakota State. The Jacks beat the Bison 33-21.

[there] and put on the radar for
me.”
Kool played wide receiver for
the Jacks during the 2008-2011
seasons, which was when USD
began playing in the FCS.
Despite the 112 previous meetings, no game has had as serious
playoff implications as the upcoming game on Nov. 18.
The stakes for this game are so
high because if the season ended

today, based on the STATS FCS
polls, SDSU would be awarded a
seed, while USD would be outside
of the top eight.
It’ll be the last game before
the teams find out if they are
awarded a top eight seed by the
FCS Playoff committee. A top
eight seed in the FCS Playoffs is
desirable, because you not only
receive a bye week, but you also
get home field advantage.

Jackrabbits’ playoff position at stake in Vermillion game
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
Another rivalry game is coming
up for the No. 5 South Dakota State Jackrabbits. They will
travel to Vermillion to take on
the No. 16 University of South
Dakota Coyotes in what might

be the biggest game in the
South Dakota Showdown Series
history.
SDSU will be coming off a
27-24 overtime victory against
Illinois State. Things didn’t
fare so well for the Coyotes last
week. They got routed 49-14 by
North Dakota State.

Right now ,the Jacks are in
position to get a bye in the first
round of the Football Championship Subdivision Playoffs if
they win.
“It’s a game that has big
playoff aspirations. If we want
to be where we want to be, we
have to win, and if they want to
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South Dakota State senior Brady Mengarelli (44) runs the ball in last year’s game against University of South Dakota. No. 5 South
Dakota State Jackrabbits will play the No. 16 University of South Dakota Coyotes at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 18, 2016.

be where they want to be, they
have to win,” said junior quarterback Taryn Christion.
The Coyotes started out the
season with five-straight wins,
but have started to struggle,
dropping three of their last four
games. But the Coyotes are 4-0
at the DakotaDome this season.
The Jacks will practice with
noise piped into the practice facilities, said head coach John
Stiegelmeier.
“First time in a number
of years it will be a sellout,”
Stiegelmeier said. “Obviously
the noise will be intense.”
USD and SDSU have the
No. 1 and No. 2 ranked offenses in the Missouri Valley Football Conference, so this matchup has the potential to be a
high-scoring affair.
“I hope not, I don’t think
that’s the way football should
be played,” Stiegelmeier said.
“(But) there’s a possibility, because the offenses are so highly ranked, not just in the conference, but in the nation.”
Senior quarterback Chris
Streveler, a former Minnesota
Golden Gopher, leads the Coyotes in just about every single offensive statistic. He has

shown he can scramble effectively against opposing defenses, and as a result, is the leading rusher for USD and has accumulated 3,520 yards of total
offense.
Thanks to Streveler, the
Coyotes have the top passing
attack in the Valley, and the
eighth-best in all of the FCS.
“Really, we just need to contain Streveler,” said senior defensive tackle Kellen Soulek.
Stiegelmeier said they won’t
be able to stop Streveler, but
the Jacks’ defense needs to find
ways to stop the rest of the Coyotes.
The Jacks defense struggled
against Illinois State’s quarterback, Malachi Broadnax, as he
ran for 90 yards against SDSU.
Stiegelmeier said the Jacks just
have to be in the right places.
“You have to guess at the
right time, and hope he [Streveler] doesn’t make all perfect
decisions,” Stiegelmeier said.
For the Coyotes, they have
a diverse receiving corps. USD
has 10 different receivers that
have gone over 100 yards this
season.
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The leading receivers for the
Coyotes are Shamar Jackson and
Brandt Van Roekel, but Streveler
and USD do not just target one
receiver.
“They spread it out pretty
well. They have a lot of receivers who make difficult catches,”
Stiegelmeier said.
The Jacks have the third-best
passing defense in the Valley and
are only allowing 190 yards per
game.
Since the 38-18 blowout
loss against Northern Iowa,
the Jacks’ defense has clamped
down. Through the past four
games, the Jacks are allowing 25
points on average, and are coming off a game in which they only
allowed 102 passing yards to the
Illinois State Redbirds.
On the defensive side of the
ball, the Coyotes are not as dominate, especially through the air
where USD allows 240 yards.
Against the run, USD is a little
better, as they are only allowing
142 yards.

A9

South Dakota is led on defense by sophomore defensive
lineman Darin Greenfield, who
has thrashed MVFC offenses so
far this year. Greenfield is tied
for eighth in the most tackles for
loss in all of the FCS, with 16.5
on the year. The sophomore has
been in on 44 tackles on the year
and six sacks.
Another defensive standout for the Coyotes is freshman
Phillip Powell, who has three interceptions on the year, including one he ran back for a touchdown.
Stiegelmeier said he’s worried about the amount of times
the South Dakota defense blitzes and how active they are. Taryn
Christion has the mobility to
make plays happen as the junior
has displayed in front of Jacks
fans so many times.
The USD and SDSU game
will be underway at 2 p.m. on
Nov. 18 in Vermillion. The game
will be televised on ESPN3 and
Midco.
“They will be ready to play.
We need to be ready to play,”
Stiegelmeier said.

Jacks set to face
familiar opponents
CARSON HERBERT
Sports
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Freshman gaurd David Jenkins Jr. (5) goes for a layup during the Nov. 10 game against UC Irvine. The Jacks won 65-54. South
Dakota State will play the Kansas Jayhawks at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 17 at Allen Fieldhouse in Lawrence, Kansas.

Men prepare for tough environment
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
After a 3-0 start to the season the
South Dakota State men’s basketball team will head into one
of the toughest environments in
college basketball when they play
the Kansas Jayhawks Nov. 17 at
Allen Fieldhouse in Lawrence,
Kansas.
“The atmosphere there is as
good as any in college basketball,”
said head coach T.J. Otzelberger.
The Jayhawks (2-0) are No.
4 in the AP Top 25 poll and have
won 58 out of their last 59 home
games. They are coming off of a
65-61 win against No.7 Kentucky
on Tuesday while the Jacks defeated Alabama State 94-63 at
Frost Arena Tuesday.
“We have a lot of respect for
their program and we’re looking
at being the best version of ourselves. Doesn’t matter if we play
Mary, Irvine, Alabama State or
Kansas. We’re trying to play at
our best,” Otzelberger said.
Kansas is led by senior guard
Devonte’ Graham, who averaged
13.4 points per game last season and scored 10 points in their
opening game against Tennessee
State Nov. 10.
“They’re a team that plays
with a lot of confidence,” Otzel-

berger said. “I think they have
great size, physicality and athleticism. So we’re going to have to
find a way to neutralize that.”
The Jayhawks lost their toptwo leading scorers last season in
Frank Mason III and Josh Jackson to the NBA. They did, however, gain two great players with
freshman forward Billy Preston
and redshirt sophomore guard
Malik Newman.
Preston was rated the No. 11
recruit in the country by Rivals.
com and Newman is a transfer
from Mississippi State who averaged 11.9 points per game as a
freshman. With all of their talent
on offense, Otzelberger said the
Jacks will have to execute their
plan efficiently.
“It comes down to great focus each possession,” Otzelberger said. “There’s no magic formula or secret sauce to stopping a
really good team. You just have to
play really hard and be deliberate
with your plan.”
Mike Daum picked up right
where he left off at the end of last
year. The redshirt junior, who averaged 25.1 points per game last
season, scored 22 points against
the University of Mary Sunday.
This will be the second time
in Daum’s career he will face a n
AP top-five opponent. Daum led

all scorers with 17 points last year
in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament against Gonzaga.
Otzelberger said it doesn’t matter
who Daum is up against because
he’s a hard worker.
“Mike’s got a lot of advantages offensively. As good as Kansas
is, we think there are some things
that he can do to be effective and
successful. So we’re going to do
our best to put him in spots to
exploit those,” he said.
Freshman David Jenkins Jr.
has had a strong start to the season. He is averaging 14.5 points
per game shooting 50 percent
from the field and 54.5 percent
from three.
Allen Fieldhouse is one of the
loudest arenas in college basketball, so Otzelberger said he needs
to prepare his team for that.
“We’ll probably need to do
some hand signals with play
calls and defensive adjustments. Overall, we want to challenge ourselves by playing in the
toughest environments because
that’s where we’re going to learn
and grow and get better,” he said.
Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.
on Nov. 17. The Jacks will travel to the Cayman Islands Nov. 20
to participate in the Cayman Islands Classic.
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Junior forward Dallas Polk-Hilliard (11) drives the ball toward the basket for a layup during the Nov. 12 against University of
Mary. The Jacks beat the Marauders 78-54.

The South Dakota State women’s
basketball team plans to stay undefeated this week as they take
on the North Dakota Fighting
Hawks and University of Wisconsin-Green Bay Phoenix.
The Jackrabbits are coming off
wins against New Jersey Institute
of Technology and George Washington. They breezed through
their game against NJIT at Frost
Arena, winning 92-48, but had
trouble breaking away from
George Washington in their 97-88
overtime victory on the road.
As a team, the Jacks are averaging 94.5 points per game
through two games. Four of the
five Jackrabbit starters are averaging double figures in points per
game.
Head coach Aaron Johnston
said he has been impressed with
his offense’s versatility,
“What you are trying to be on
offense is efficient and right now
we are incredibly efficient, regardless of how many points we are
scoring,” Johnston said. “We are
getting good shots, we are getting
the right people good looks and
have been very balanced on offense.”
UND, hosted by the Jacks Nov.
15, finished last season with a 2011 record and started its season
with a loss against Oregon State.
The Jacks defeated the Hawks 8372 in Grand Forks last season.
The Fighting Hawks returned
their second-leading scorer from
last season in junior forward Lexi
Klabo. UND will also be led by junior transfer Melissa Daily. The
forward scored 15 points in the
last game against Oregon State.
Johnston said UND has a sim-

ilar style of play compared to the
Jacks.
“They play at a pretty fast pace
with a lot of motion offense,” he
said. “They lean on their two forwards a lot. Like us, they are very
versatile and they’ll play deep in
their rotation.”
The Jacks will head east Nov.
18 to visit Green Bay. The Phoenix are another familiar team the
Jacks have faced, but SDSU was
blown out in last year’s matchup
at Frost Arena 67-43.
Green Bay dominated the
2016-17 regular season with a 27-3
record. They won the Horizon
League Tournament and made it
to the NCAA Tournament, but lost
to Purdue in the first round.
The Phoenix defeated Chattanooga 60-30 in their first game of
the season. Seniors Jessica Lindstrom and Allie LeClaire are the
top returners for Green Bay, after
they averaged 13.1 and 11 points
per game respectively last season.
“Green Bay is very good defensively. They’ll just take your
strengths out and try and force
you in uncomfortable situations,”
Johnston said. “We need to figure out how to finish against those
teams, make some plays when it
really counts and get them out of
their rhythm defensively.”
Junior guard Madison Guebert said the team wants revenge
from last season’s loss.
“Last year after losing to them,
there is obviously a little fuel to
our fire with wanting another
chance to get them back,” Guebert said.
The UND game will tip-off at
7 p.m. Nov. 15 at Frost Arena. The
Nov. 18 matchup will start at 1
p.m. at the Kress Center in Green
Bay.
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Sophomore center Megan Bultsma (50) goes for a layup at the Nov. 10 game against
NJIT. The Jacks won 92-48. They host North Dakota at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 15.
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:

MACY MILLER

Year: Redshirt Junior
Hometown: Mitchell
Major: Exercise Science
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
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Senior David Kocer wrestles against University of Minnesota wrestler Jordan Rothers during the Daktronics Open Nov. 5.
Jacks Wrestling will dual against Minnesota Golden Gophers on Nov. 17 at Frost Arena.

The South Dakota State women’s
basketball team opened up
the 2017-18 season with two
victories. They defeated New
Jersey Institute of Technology
at home 92-48 Nov. 10 and beat
George Washington on the road
97-88 in overtime Nov. 12.
Macy Miller, who missed
most of the 2016-17 season after
tearing her ACL, led the Jacks in
both games. She scored 21 points
against NJIT and 20 points
against George Washington. She
also had a career-high seven
assists. With this performance,

GOJACKS.COM

Miller has been named The
Collegian Athlete of the Week.
The Jacks will play North
Dakota at 7 p.m. Nov. 15 in Frost
Arena, before going on the road
to face Wisconsin-Green Bay at 1
p.m. Nov. 18.

Wrestling wants wild atmosphere against Gophers
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
After two tournaments, the
No. 16 ranked South Dakota
State wrestling team will have
its first dual of the season Nov.
17, when they host the No. 6
Minnesota Golden Gophers at
Frost Arena.
Head coach Chris Bono
said SDSU has reached Minnesota’s level in the wrestling
world.
“Our brand right now is
just as impressive as a Big Ten
school,” he said. “They want to
wrestle us as much as we want
to wrestle them.”
The Jacks participated in
the Bison Open Nov. 11. Junior
Seth Gross, redshirt freshman
Colten Carlson, senior David
Kocer and sophomore Martin Mueller all won the championship in their respective
weight classes.

Minnesota defeated Air
Force 29-6 in their first dual of
the season, losing only two of
the 10 matches.

back, but Seth is our guy,”
Bono said.
The Gophers have six
wrestlers ranked in the top
ten compared to only three for
the Jacks. Bono said that he
thinks that will make things
tough for his team.
OUR BRAND RIGHT
“It is tough they have a lot
of good kids,” he said. “It is goNOW IS JUST AS
ing to be a big dual for us.”
IMPRESSIVE AS
This will be the second
consecutive year the Jacks
A BIG 10 SCHOOL.
will host a Big Ten team. Last
CHRIS BONO year they fell to Iowa 28-9, but
Head coach it was sold out. Bono is hoping for the same thing against
The top match between
Minnesota.
SDSU and Minnesota will
“We want it big, loud and
be No. 1 Seth Gross and
wild,” Bono said. “The goal is
No. 6 Mitch McKee in the
to have every event as big as
133-pound weight class. Bono
it was and sold out like Iowa
said he thinks this will be
and, personally, I feel like we
tough for Gross.
are well on the way to that.”
“They have wrestled a lot
The dual is scheduled to
in the past and Mitch had a
start at 7 p.m.
win over Seth a couple years

“
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Redshirt junior Macy Miller goes for a layup during the Nov. 10 game against NJIT. The
Jacks defeated NJIT 92-48 and George Washington 97-88.

